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mad"—as madness is reckoned by the deadly sanity of
the dull-—"carefully dressed from a sense of the
importance of everything he does sensitive
exaggerative, earnest lost without a sense of
humour " Yes, Shaw to the hfer We would have it so,
but Shaw insisted that what he had written was a
precise description of his rival Hyndman, the Socialist
leader
Shaw is his own worst enemy He so provokes men
by his unorthodox pronouncements, carries them away
so completely by his realism, that he gives them no time
to observe the beauty of the language which he uses
Yet those who read his plays and prefaces know that he
stands as one of the lordly company—to be numbered
on the fingers of one hand—of present-day writers who
are masters of the art and craft of prose writing Towards
the end of "Man and Superman" there is a love scene
between Ann and Tanner It is of a beauty which no
words of mine can describe Beauty of characterisation,
beauty of story, beauty of ideas, all woven together into a
fabric so fine as to obscure the exquisiteness of the mate-
rial—the words—which are used in it At the climax
of the scene Tanner takes Ann in his arms and says "I
love you The Life Force enchants me I have the whole
world in my arms when I clasp you " And, as the
play closes, Tanner sums up all things with words that
sound like sighs, "Ann looks happy but she is only trium-
phant, successful, victorious That is not happiness, but
the price for which the strong sell their happiness "
At one of the rehearsals, Louis Calvert, touched by
the scene, turned to me and said "You would be a
great dramatic actress—a great tragedienne—away from
plays like this " Maybe1 but away from plays like that I
should never have developed as a woman

